
Renats Kotlevs earns the prominent 
Silver A’ Design Award 2017
A’ Design Award and Competition honored the project Sarma by Designer Renats 
Kotlevs  with the famed Silver A’ Design Award in Furniture, Decorative Items and 
Homeware Design Category picked as the winner by the esteemed referees of the 
A’ Design Awards & Competitions among a great number of nominations.

A’ Furniture Design Award aims to highlight the excellent qualifications of best 
furniture designs and greatest furniture design concepts worldwide. The A’ Design 
Accolades are organized and awarded annually and internationally in multiple 
categories to reach a wide, design-oriented audience. The ultimate aim of the A’ 
furniture Design Competition is to create a global awareness for good design.

Regarding SARMA
Renats Kotlevs, designer of the winning project Sarma says “Luxury Live edge table Sarma has a mix of rustic and chic elements. 
This table is highly functional, but it gives a room a theme and a personality. This modern custom made dining table is 
handmade from old oak with a fine copper inlay on top and finished with 3 coats of clear epoxy resin. This unique table is seated 
on trapezium legs with coat of fine, shining copper which eventually will age and change his color. With a geometrical design, 
the dining room table is both intriguing and holds a designer feel. Great style can respect the environment and look luxurious in 
the same time!”

The Silver A’ Design Award
The Silver A’ Design Award is a prestigious award given to top 5% percentile designs that has carried out an exemplary level of 
originality in design. Entries to the A’ Furniture Design Awards are peer reviewed and anonymously judged by a grand jury panel 
of prominent academics, influential press members and experienced professionals. Nominated furniture designs are voted on 
pre-determined evaluation criteria to highlight only the best furniture design works. In addition to reaching top international 
media, A’ Furniture Design Award winners are listed at World Design Rankings (worlddesignrankings.com), are highlighted at 
Design Classification (designclassifications.com) platform and are showcased at DesignMag.org which lists the best designs from 
all countries in all disciplines.



Renats Kotlevs earns the prominent 
Silver A’ Design Award 2018
The sideboard «Hundertwasser 100H2O» by Latvian exclusive furniture brand «Kanttari» 
received prestigious design award — the silver at the international design competition 
«A’ Design Award» in Furniture, Decorative Items and Homeware Design category. It is 
designed by «Kanttari» designer Renats Kotlevs in collaboration with his brother Ruslans 
Kotļevs.

Hundertwasser 
100H20 sideboard
«The organic forms of «Hundertwasser 100H20» sideboard, a balance of art with everyday living, and 
a strong individualism, rejecting straight lines, is an authentic furniture with artistic approach, born of 
a passion for surreal design and fine craftsmanship. The drawers are asymmetric in a range of metal 
varieties, copper, brass and bronze, featured with different shaped pulls and knobs. With aim of 
delivering exceptional modern and contemporary furniture design, this sideboard is a unique piece 
of art,» designer Renats Koteevs describes his work.


